Bambuser users can now share newsworthy content directly with The Associated Press

LONDON – Global newsgathering network the Associated Press and live video broadcasting service Bambuser announced today an arrangement to provide Bambuser users with the opportunity to share newsworthy video via the AP.

"Our cooperation with AP is significant to us and a natural step to take," said Bambuser Executive Chairman Hans Eriksson. "For the first time, the work of any Bambuser user can be shared and acknowledged in potentially all major media outlets. This is a real breakthrough for content providers as they can contribute to the wider story with their unique footage."

Around the world unprecedented numbers of people are broadcasting live video to the web. The probability of someone being at the scene with a smartphone when news breaks is increasing by the day. More and more Bambuser users are utilizing their handheld devices to capture news stories to share on their blogs, on Twitter and Facebook and on other social media. Starting today, Bambuser users also have the opportunity to share their content with a global audience through AP’s worldwide network of news organisations.

"The people with the best view of any breaking news event are citizens in the right place at the right time with a LIVE-broadcasting app. What we've seen lately is the increasing impact of user generated content contributing to the major media stories," said Eriksson.

The AP will be able to access and use Bambuser content it vets, verifies and considers newsworthy. As part of the arrangement with Bambuser, the AP also will explore use of Bambuser’s live video platform as a newsgathering tool for AP journalists.

“User generated content has become integral to covering breaking news, particularly where access is restricted. As a global newsgathering organization in more than 300 locations worldwide, AP has the expertise to verify it, and to add context via our own reporting," said AP Deputy Director of International Video Mark Davies.

“Bambuser users have already provided AP with live feeds of fighting inside Syria. This agreement will allow us to share even more Bambuser news video with a worldwide audience, via more than 700 broadcast networks.”

The agreement between Bambuser and AP provides a unique opportunity for all Bambuser users to achieve worldwide distribution and get recognized for their content with full credit. People using Bambuser can easily let AP distribute content to all media globally under AP’s terms of use, through the settings on bambuser.com/dashboard.

About Bambuser
Bambuser is a free, simple-to-use live video service that allows users to quickly and easily broadcast, watch and share live video through mobile phones and computers. Bambuser also enables instant sharing to the world’s favorite social networks including Facebook, Twitter and many more. Used by both consumers and professional broadcasters worldwide, Bambuser is the easiest and most dynamic video broadcasting solution for mobile devices, webcams and DV-cameras. On the net: http://bambuser.com/

About The AP
The Associated Press is the essential global news network, delivering fast, unbiased news from every corner of the world to all media platforms and formats. Founded in 1846, AP today is the largest and most
trusted source of independent news and information. On any given day, more than half the world's population sees news from AP. On the net: www.ap.org
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